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The Good Times Are Killing
"There's no such thing as a routine call," the instructors told us. Even the most benign situations could turn lethal in an instant. You had to approach every situation "tactically," which meant you ...
What Cops Really Learn at Police Academy: 'Anyone Can Kill You at Any Time'
Journalists are killing journalism — and the saddest part is that they know it. In fact, their goal seems to be the destruction of the very profession they claim to hold so dear. For decades now, ...
Curley: The internet isn’t killing journalism — journalists are
Spoilers ahead for the April 27 episode of Big Sky on ABC, called "White Lion ." Big Sky proved with its very first episode in November 2020 that no character should ever be considered too key to be ...
Big Sky Confirms That Shocking Big Death, And The Killing Isn't Done Yet
Though Toledo’s case and my own are not exactly alike, there are enough parallels that I couldn’t help but reflect on my different treatment when I was the same age.
When I was 12, I was charged with menacing with a deadly weapon. The killing of Adam Toledo is a reminder of my White privilege.
Kill’s coup is convincing both to sit down for chats about the infamous crime. Central to those conversations is a video that the police created at the time of the trial in which Sara retraces ...
The ‘Bride of Christ’ Cult That Commanded a Woman to Kill
In Seattle, one officer's multiple deadly encounters offer a window into this little understood corner of American policing.
Most officers never fire their guns. But some kill multiple people — and are still on the job.
So why would this time be any different ... The end result would be a more inclusive nightlife scene, and that’s good for everybody. “There’s been tremendous talk about how people ...
COVID Didn’t Kill the Gay Scene. But It May Change It.
The over-reliance on technology to solve problems has led to the skills being listed above harder to come by in the workplace.
The Tesla car wreck and 5 other ways technology might kill us
When Elle Johnson was 16, her 16-year-old cousin, Karen, was shot and killed while working at a Burger King. The event understandably scarred Johnson, and it helped shape her work as a writer and ...
Years after the killing of her cousin, a TV veteran digs into her family’s complex history
A former United States Marine is accused of killing his wife, a mother of three, in front of three young children at her home in Australia.
Former U.S. Marine Accused Of Killing Estranged Wife, Who Called Police For Help Numerous Times
Good morning, Portland! Happy 4/20 to all who celebrate—may I suggest pairing a $2 pizza slice with a stoner short film festival, as God intended? Here are the headlines. • The Portland Police Bureau ...
Good Morning, News: New Audio From Lents Police Killing, Good News for Portland Train Nerds, and a Helicopter on Mars
Fox News' Greg Gutfeld blasts the media for failing to report on good policing while selectively highlighting the bad actions of a small group of cops on 'Gutfeld' ...
Greg Gutfeld: Media ignores good policing while highlighting the bad
The new Kill Run mode changes up Ghostrunner's approach by requiring you to find the best paths through its super-quick time attack levels.
Ghostrunner DLC Adds New Time-Attack Mode That Pushes You To Move As Quick As You Kill
From his experience, Earley has seen the impact of not having good board rotation to keep up ... Traditionally, people work their way up the ladder. By the time they get to the top, these leaders ...
The Steady Hand Can Kill Opportunity: The Need For Diverse Perspectives (Part 3 Of The Time Capsule Project Series)
Zap Review 2021 The Best Mosquito killing Device Mosquitoes and other biting insects are a major issue for those who enjoy spending time outside during the summer months Since being eaten alive by ...
BuzzB gone Zap Review 2021; The Best Mosquito killing Device?
If you really want to kill it as the office DJ ... are consuming and let it inform your playlist. Monday coffee time is good for acoustics, for example, to ease people into the day.
7 Ways To Kill The Role Of Office DJ If You’re Scared Of Being Mercilessly Shamed On Slack
Other times a team logo. My favorite are the ones ... All Floyd needed to do was be one of the good ones. Speak the King’s English. Have a regular-sounding name. Avoid wearing natural hairstyles ...
Column: The killing of Daunte Wright shows this American sickness doesn’t stop
The plan to allow 90% of Idaho's wolves to be killed is designed to protect cattle and other livestock.
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